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QUESTION 1

If you are part of the team and if the attitude of another member is affecting the quality of your work, do not hesitate to
initiate action in them. 

A. do not hesitate to initiate action in them. 

B. do not hesitate to initiate action on them. 

C. do not hesitate to initiate action upon them. 

D. do not hesitate to initiate action against them. 

E. do not hesitate to initiate action for them. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

They snatched the ballot papers and threw them along the narrow lane when the school is located, in full view of the
public. 

A. narrow lane when the school is located 

B. narrow lane where the school is located 

C. narrow lane what the school is located 

D. narrow lane how the school is located 

E. narrow lane which the school is located 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of these sentences correctly uses capitalization? 

A. The Senators and Congressman were expected to arrive late Tuesday evening, but did not arrive until the following
morning. 

B. My family, originally from the South, moved to the Southwest as they grew older. 

C. Dr. Cornish and his brother, a Doctor of Science, were highly competitive with one another. 

D. Every Autumn when the leaves begin to fall, my family goes camping. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which of these sentences is an example of a narrative given through the third person point of view? 

A. I smiled at the audience, waving cheerfully. My day had finally come. 

B. I worked hard to complete my portfolio before my senior project. As the deadline drew nearer, I felt oddly calm and
confident in my work. 

C. You walked into the room, your shoulders bent and head lowered. You didn\\'t look up at anyone, but gathered your
papers and books and shuffled to your seat. You didn\\'t understand how things worked here. 

D. Wayne and Ryan sang beautifully. Sarah, Wayne\\'s wife, sighed wistfully as she watched him accept his award. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Read the paragraph and choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank. 

"The student government couldn\\'t decide on the best theme for prom this year. There were differing schools of thought.
Many of the governing members thought a classic theme featuring music from decades gone by would be a nice way to
remember the past. __________, others thought a more modern approach 

with trendy music would be more popular." 

A. alternatively 

B. nevertheless 

C. and 

D. also 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Office orders are used to pass on important information such as withdrawing rights, imposing conditions, making
postings or transfers, and sanctioning promotion or increment and so on. 

A. information such as withdrawing rights, and imposing conditions, and making postings or transfers, sanctioning
promotion or increment and so on. 

B. information such as withdrawing rights, imposing conditions, and making postings of transfers, sanctioning promotion
or increment and so on. 

C. information such as withdrawing rights, and imposing conditions, making postings or transfers, sanctioning promotion
or increment and so on. 

D. information such as withdrawing rights, imposing conditions, making postings or transfers, and sanctioning promotion
or increment and so on. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

"Unable to get in touch with her friend to seek advice, Corrine reasoned that her friend\\'s silence could be interpreted as
tacit compliance and forged ahead with her plan. " 

Based on the context of this sentence, what is the meaning of the word tacit? 

A. wholehearted or deeply invested 

B. snobbish and condescending 

C. flippant or disinterested behavior 

D. being expressed or conveyed without words 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

"I looked at every zoo animal, but the elephant was the most entertaining." 

Read this sentence and identify the article and the complement, respectively. 

A. I; elephant 

B. the (in the most); I 

C. zoo animal; entertaining 

D. the (in the elephant); entertaining 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which word is spelled correctly? 

A. conveneint 

B. recommend 

C. villian 

D. tempermental 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

Open communication lines between the employer and employee are equally important. 

A. lines between the employer and employee is equally 

B. lines between the employer and employee was equally 

C. lines between the employer and employee has equally 

D. lines between the employer and employee are equally 

E. lines between the employer and employee have equally 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

"The soccer team ate the pizzas as if they were starving to death." Read this sentence and identify the subject and
object, respectively. 

A. soccer team; ate 

B. soccer team; pizzas 

C. ate; starving 

D. ate; pizzas 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

In the corporate scenario, this opinion of yours can have far-reaching benefits provided it is expressed amiable and
convincingly. 

A. provided it is expressed amiable and convincingly. 

B. provided it is expressed amiably and convincing. 

C. provided it is expressed amiably and convince. 

D. provided it is expressed amiably and convincingly. 

E. provided it is expressed amiablitively and convincingly. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

"Susan hastily read the letter to see if she had been accepted into her top school." 
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Read this sentence and identify the modifier among the answer choices. 

A. letter 

B. hastily 

C. read 

D. had been 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of these is an example of correct pronoun-antecedent agreement? 

A. A person must be truly dedicated to change a habit. It must work hard to overcome obstacles. 

B. The movie was long and boring. He took too long to bring the story to a close. 

C. Johnny Depp is frequently considered to be a superb actor. He is perhaps best known for his role as Captain Jack
Sparrow. 

D. The boat was large and imposing. She boasted a deep blue exterior. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

"The trombone was played beautifully." 

Which answer option effectively changes this sentence from passive to active voice? 

A. The trombone given to Allison for her birthday was played beautifully. 

B. The trombone, after much practice and dedication, was played beautifully. 

C. Allison played the trombone beautifully. 

D. Allison\\'s trombone was played beautifully. 

Correct Answer: C 
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